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1 ) Jason likes to collect coins. Jason got 32 coins from his brother, 34 coins from his mother,

_____________

as well as 33 coins from Jess. However, Jason lost 36 coins before putting those coins
into his piggybank. How many coins does Jason have in his piggybank?

2 ) Fred wants 156 cupcakes for his party. Fred has already made 36 berry cupcakes, and 48

_____________

mocha cupcakes. How many more cupcakes does Fred need to make?

3 ) At an amusement park, Mary wants to ride a rollercoaster that costs 30 tickets, a bumper car

_____________

that costs 14 tickets, and a merry-go-round that costs 20 tickets. Mary had 34 tickets, but lost
10 of them on a ride. How many more tickets does she need?

4 ) Joan had 163 kitty stickers. Joan gave 27 stickers to Jess, 79 stickers to her sister

_____________

and an additional 32 stickers to Sally. How many stickers does Joan still have?

5 ) Joan made 3 different stacks of wooden blocks. The first stack was 8 blocks high, the second

_____________

stack was 1 block(s) higher than the first, and the final stack was 8 block(s) higher than the
second. In total, how many blocks did Joan use for all 3 stacks?

6 ) For soccer season, Peter decided to buy 38 balls, 29 pairs of shorts, as well as 36 pairs

_____________

of soccer shoes. In total, how many objects did Peter buy for soccer season?

7 ) Jason wants several different color plates for his birthday. Jason wants to get 144 yellow plates,

_____________

132 green plates, and some amount of silver plates. In total, Jason wants 360 plates, so how
many silver plates should he get?

8 ) Before getting to school, Joan has a few errands to run. Joan has to walk 11 blocks to the museum, _____________
and 5 blocks to the library, before walking the final 6 blocks to arrive at school. If Joan has
already walked 8 blocks, how many more blocks must she walk before arriving at school?

9 ) For lunch, Joan bought 24 glasses of juice, 35 bacon sandwich, as well as 36 brownies.

_____________

In total, how many menu items did Joan purchase for lunch?

10 ) Sally wanted to save money to buy a new outfit. Sally deposited 32 times for savings in March,

_____________

30 times in April and 38 times in May. How many times did Sally make savings
deposits over this time period?
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63 coins
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1 ) Jason likes to collect coins. Jason got 32 coins from his brother, 34 coins from his mother,
as well as 33 coins from Jess. However, Jason lost 36 coins before putting those coins
into his piggybank. How many coins does Jason have in his piggybank?

72 cupcakes
_____________

2 ) Fred wants 156 cupcakes for his party. Fred has already made 36 berry cupcakes, and 48
mocha cupcakes. How many more cupcakes does Fred need to make?

3 ) At an amusement park, Mary wants to ride a rollercoaster that costs 30 tickets, a bumper car

40 tickets
_____________

that costs 14 tickets, and a merry-go-round that costs 20 tickets. Mary had 34 tickets, but lost
10 of them on a ride. How many more tickets does she need?
25 stickers
_____________

4 ) Joan had 163 kitty stickers. Joan gave 27 stickers to Jess, 79 stickers to her sister
and an additional 32 stickers to Sally. How many stickers does Joan still have?

5 ) Joan made 3 different stacks of wooden blocks. The first stack was 8 blocks high, the second

34 blocks
_____________

stack was 1 block(s) higher than the first, and the final stack was 8 block(s) higher than the
second. In total, how many blocks did Joan use for all 3 stacks?
103 objects
_____________

6 ) For soccer season, Peter decided to buy 38 balls, 29 pairs of shorts, as well as 36 pairs
of soccer shoes. In total, how many objects did Peter buy for soccer season?

7 ) Jason wants several different color plates for his birthday. Jason wants to get 144 yellow plates,

84 plates
_____________

132 green plates, and some amount of silver plates. In total, Jason wants 360 plates, so how
many silver plates should he get?
14 blocks
8 ) Before getting to school, Joan has a few errands to run. Joan has to walk 11 blocks to the museum, _____________
and 5 blocks to the library, before walking the final 6 blocks to arrive at school. If Joan has
already walked 8 blocks, how many more blocks must she walk before arriving at school?
95 items
_____________

9 ) For lunch, Joan bought 24 glasses of juice, 35 bacon sandwich, as well as 36 brownies.
In total, how many menu items did Joan purchase for lunch?

10 ) Sally wanted to save money to buy a new outfit. Sally deposited 32 times for savings in March,

100 deposits
_____________

30 times in April and 38 times in May. How many times did Sally make savings
deposits over this time period?
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